
       

 

    TAURUS        T-Line                     C&G Costruzioni Meccaniche



 COMPACT STATIC KS SHEARS
 Compact static balers&shear consists of a “singlepiece” structure, in the rear part of the structure, on the opposite
 side of the shear frame, a platform develops integral with the squeeze-box. 
 Under the platform is placed the main compression cylinder, the diesel tank, the batteries, the electric and  
 hydraulic components, sideways the platform is placed the electric motor or diesel engine necessary for the  
 independent running of the machine. 
 “Singlepiece”shear&baler is medium size machine. 
 The internal surfaces of the squeeze-box is with “integrated” highly wear-resistant steel. The machine works   
 directly on the ground, does not need foundations and permissions. Shear&balers of this group, besides shearing 
 the scrap, can produce bales, that are automatically ejected.

KS456 KS562

Cutting Force t 400 500

Sqeeze box lenght m 5 6,1

Sqeeze box width m 2,6 2,6

Cylinders per lid n° 2 2

Squeezing force of each lid t 200+200 200+200

Bale dimensions mm 600x600 900x600

Shear weight t 46 52

Bale density (Fe) t/m³ 0,8 ÷ 1,2 0,8 ÷ 1,2

Category MS Medium Medium

Type of use MD Medium Medium

Destination of use
(Scrap typology can be processed)

Cars bodies, White goods, Light scrap,
Collected scrap, Industrial demolition 



 BIBLO STATIC BS SHEARS
 BS balers&shears are medium size traditional squeeze box machines Internal and external surfaces of the “arms”
 are made of anti-wear high resistance steel. 
 Balers&shears of this group, besides shearing the scrap, can produce bales that are automatically ejected. The 
 way to fold of the precompression-box (patent pending) permit to easily reduce the volume of bulky scrap. 

BS662 BS762 BS863

Cutting Force t 600 700 800

Sqeeze box lenght m 6,1 6,1 6,1

Sqeeze box width m 2,6 2,6 2,6

Cylinders per lid n° 2 3 3

Squeezing force of each lid t 200+200 300+300 300+300

Bale dimensions Mm 900x600 900x600 900x600

Shear weight t 70 80 90

Bale density (Fe) t/m³ 0,8 ÷ 1,2 0,8 ÷ 1,2 0,8 ÷ 1,2

Category MS Medium Medium Medium

Type of use MD Medium Medium Medium

Destination of use (Scrap typology can
be processed )

Cars bodies, Industrial demolition, White goods, Light
scrap, Collected scrap 



C   STATIC SHEARS  
C balers&shears are medium size traditional squeeze box machines and use original patented Taurus “folding 
wings”. Internal and external surfaces of the “wings” are made of anti-wear high resistance steel.
The “curved wing” operates with overstroke to minimize the wear when feeding forward. 
The internal and external surfaces of the “wings” are made of anti-wear high resistance steel. 
Blade slides guides made from hardened steel and plastic, this permits to embed foreign bodies in the plastic to 
avoid further damage with a longer working life.  
Scrap is folded into a log before it is sheared or compressed into a bale.

C762 C863

Cutting Force tons 700 800

Sqeeze box lenght m 6,1 7,2

Cylinders per lid n° 2 3

Squeezing force of each lid tons 250 350

Bale dimensions mm 900x600xV 900x600xV

Power KW 180 220

Category MS Medium Size Medium Size

Type of use MD Medium Duty Medium Duty

Destination of use
(Scrap typology can be processed )

Cars bodies , White goods, Light scrap , 
Collected scrap , Industrial demolition



G STATIC SHEARS
G shear&balers are strong and fast, with a heavy-size structure (HS) suitable for processing large quantity 
of scrap (HD). 
G shear&balers use the original patented Taurus “folding wings”. 
G shear-balers differ in the big size of the squeezing box. The particular dimensions of the precompression-box 
permit to easily reduce the volume of bulky and heavy scrap. Scrap is folded into a log before it is sheared or 
compressed into a bale.
The “curved wing” operates with overstroke to minimize the wear when feeding forward.
Internal and external sqeeze box surfaces are made of thick anti-wear high resistance steel, the parts subjected to 
the most wear (shear, box ...) are protected of high hard wearing bolted and interchangeable steel plates.
Blade slides guides made from hardened steel and plastic, this permits to embed foreign bodies in the plastic to 
avoid further damage with a longer working life. 
Different working programs can be selected for various type of scrap.

G9 G10

Cutting Force tons 900 1000

Sqeeze box lenght m 7,2 7,2

Cylinders per lid n° 3 3

Squeezing force of each lid tons 450 450

Bale dimensions mm 1000x700 1000x700

Power KW 220 270

Category MS Heavy Size Heavy Size

Type of use MD Heavy Duty Heavy Duty

Destination of use (Scrap typology
can be processed)

Scrap bales, Cars bodies, White goods, Light
scrap, Collected scrap, Heavy scrap, Industrial

demolition



T STATIC SHEARS
T shear&balers are strong and fast, with a particularly heavy-size structure (VHS) suitable for processing large     
quantity of heavy scrap (VHD). 
T shear&balers are the largest design of the squeezing box which use the original patented Taurus “folding
wings”.
T shear-balers differ in the big size of the squeezing box. The particular dimensions of the precompression-box   
permit to easily reduce the volume of bulky and heavy scrap. Scrap is folded into a log before it is sheared or
compressed into a bale. 
The “curved wing” operates with overstroke to minimize the wear when feeding forward. 
The “curved wing” operates with overstroke to minimize the wear when feeding forward. Internal and external   
sqeeze box surfaces are made of thick anti-wear high resistance steel, the parts subjected to the most wear (shear,
box ...) are protected of high hard wearing bolted and interchangeable steel plates.
Blade slides guides made from hardened steel and plastic, this permits to embed foreign bodies in the plastic to  
avoid further damage with a longer working life- Different working programs can be selected for various type of  
scrap.

T10 T12

Cutting Force tons 1000 1200

Sqeeze box lenght m 8,3 8,3

Cylinders per lid n° 3 3

Squeezing force of each lid tons 500 500

Bale dimensions mm 1000x800 1000x800

Power KW 270 360

Category MS Very Heavy Size Very Heavy Size

Type of use MD Very Heavy Duty Very Heavy Duty

Destination of use
(Scrap typology can be processed )

Scrap bales, Cars bodies, White goods, Light
scrap, Collected scrap, Heavy scrap



COMPACT  STATIC BALERS
KB loading-unloading baler consists of a “single-piece” structure.
5 meters box baler, 2 cylinders per lid, 1 cylinder on the ejecting door (on demand), one main compression 
cylinder, operator cab (on demand). 
In the rear part of the structure, on the opposite side of the baler frame, a platform develops integral with the 
baling-box.
Under the platform is placed the main compression cylinder, the diesel tank, the batteries, the electric and 
hydraulic components, sideways the platform is placed the electric motor or diesel engine necessary for the 
 independent running of the machine. The internal surfaces of BIBLO’S precompression-box are with
“integrated” highly wear-resistant steel. 
The machine works directly on the ground and the 4 cylinders are used to stabilize the baler.

KB65 KB95

Box length m 5 5

Box width m 2 2,6

Cylinders per lid n° 2+2 2+2

Squeezing force of each lid tons 200+200 200+200

Bale dimensions mm 600x600 900x600

Main compression force t 150 150

Approximate hour production b/h 25-30 25-30

Approximate baler weight t 26 30

Approximate bale density (Fe) t/m³ >1100 0,8 ÷ 1,2

Power diesel engine Hp 120 120

Power electric engine Kw 90 90

Category MS Medium Size Medium Size

Type of use MD Medium Duty Medium Duty

Destination of use (Scrap
typology can be processed )

Cars bodies, Cars bodies parts, White goods,Light
scrap, Collected scrap



BIBLO  STATIC BALERS
BIBLO consists of a 2, 3 meters box baler, 1 or 2 cylinders per lid, 1 cylinder on the ejecting door, 1 main    
ompression cylinder, operator cab (if requested).
The internal surfaces of BIBLO’S precompression-box are with “integrated” highly wear-resistant steel.

BB43 BB54

Box length m 2,7 4

Box width m 1,6 1,8

Cylinders per lid n° 1 2

Squeezing force of each lid tons 105+105 165+165

Bale dimensions mm 400x400 500x500

Main compression force t 135 135

Approximate hour production p/h 3-6 6-8

Approximate baler weight t 14 20

Approximate bale density (Fe) t/m³ >1,2 >1,1

Power diesel engine Hp 120 120

Power electric engine Kw 45 75

Category MS Medium Size Medium Size

Type of use MD Medium Duty Medium Duty

Destination of use
(Scrap typology can be processed )

 Cars bodies parts, White goods, Light scrap,
Collected scrap 



 F  STATIC BALERS
 F balers has been developed for the high volume baling production. 
 F is a 6 meters box baler, 2 or 3 cylinders per lid, one main compression cylinder, operator cab.
 F balers use the original patented Taurus “folding arms”. 
 The internal and external surfaces of the “squeezing box” are with “integrated” highly wear-resistant steel.

F62 F63

Sqeeze box length m 6,1 6,1

Sqeeze box width (open) mm 2500 2500

Cylinders on each lid n° 2 3

Squeezing force of each lid tons 250 350

Bale dimensions mm 900x600xV 900x600xV

Main compression force tons 160 160

Approximate hour production t/h 14-22 14-22

Approximate bale density t/m³ 0,8 ÷ 0,12 0,8 ÷ 0,12

Power kw 180 180

Category MS Medium Size Medium Size

Type of use MD Medium Duty Medium Duty

Destination of use
(Scrap typology can be processed )

Cars bodies, Cars bodies parts, Commercial
veicle bodies, White goods, Light scrap,

Collected scrap



Model T973-CL.E

Shearing force tons 900

Clamp Force tons 160

Charging box Length mm 6500

Charging box Width (open) mm 2500

Maximum lid compression force tons 350

Maximum baling force tons 150

Bale size mm 800 x 600

Engine Power hp 4 x 100

Total weight tons 110

Production Year 1995 (Reconditioned 2001)

note Remote control

Lateral compression

Selling Conditions Reconditioned 

Machine Conditions Very Good



SECONDHAND SHEARS&BALERS

          HS041 HB010 HB002
         

    HS0040 HS0004 HS035

     HS030 HS003 HK005



ALKAN METALURJİ is the agent and distributor of the Taurus and T-line Shears&Balers machines in 
Turkey, Azerbaijan, Georgian, Syria, Iran, Iraq, Jordan and Palestinian.

ALKAN REFRAKTER VE METALURJI SANAYI LIMITED SIRKETI
Adress: Kısla Cad., Cicoz Yolu, Kuscu Plaza, No:1, D:17

 34030 Bayrampaşa / İstanbul / TURKIYE
TEL.: 00 90 212 493 27 10 – 02 FAX.: 00 90 212 493 27 11

MOBILE PHONE: 00 90 530 516 00 82 – 00 90 530 665 84 42
e-mail: alkan@alkanref.com
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